
How do we work together?

We live in challenging times. Facing up to climate ca-
tastrophe is not easy. For most of us it brings up difficult 
emotions such as anxiety, grief, despair and frustration. 
 With this in mind we ask all members of Parents  
For Future to be respectful and mindful of each other.  
We all come from very different backgrounds and we all 
work voluntarily.
 Accepting each other’s differences is a core value for 
our organisation. We try to act with an open mind and in 
a spirit of generosity and love. We share the common goal 
of trying to protect not only our future, but also that of fu-
ture generations. We can only do this by working together, 
supporting each other and showing each other gratitude 
and appreciation.
 The members of Parents For Future are spread all over 
the UK and use WhatsApp channels to communicate. We 
have one main WhatsApp channel for general discussion 
and several other channels dedicated to specific tasks. 
Only people actively working on a project will be encour-
aged to join the task groups. 
 Parents For Future UK also uses a project management 
space called SMARTSHEET where we make our projects 
come alive! If you would like to become active within 
Parents4Future we can give you a brief tutorial. 

Parents For Future UK

UK Organisation

Central coordination team:
In the UK we have a central coordination team who work on 
strategic messaging across the UK movement and ensuring 
alignment between these 4 different task groups:

1.  Actions 
These range from our regular #FridaysForFuture action sug-
gestions to local events, such as running a table at your school 
summer fair or organising a film screening, to larger scale 
actions such as our London strike on a bike on May 24th.

2.  Growing the movement and local groups
Establishing and supporting new Parents For Future groups 
and encouraging more people to engage with Parents  
For Future. Working with other campaign organisations  
to create effective local actions.

3.  Operations and organisational development
Establishing decision making structures and strategy  
within Parents For Future; legal; fundraising. 

4.  Working with the wider climate movement
Maintaining relationships with The UK Student Climate Net-
work; Fridays For Future; Parents For Future Global; Extinc-
tion Rebellion and developing relationships with other NGOs. 

The Social media/communications and Creative teams tend 
to work across all the task groups. While the teams are small, 
you are welcome to join more than one task group.
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6. Think about having at least one representative 
from your local group in the national group to help 
with coordination. 
 We have weekly Parents For Future UK meetings on 
alternate Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 20.30. Agendas are 
added to the ‘important information’ channel 2 days ahead 
of the call with details of how to add items for discussion. 

7. Start thinking about ACTION!

We encourage all groups to share their resources, their 
actions, and the learning that came from them. Some 
examples of PFF actions to date are:

• Supporting youth strikes by volunteering as marshals,  
 striking alongside the youth (ie the London bike  
 strike) or writing to local press and schools.
• Petitioning local councils and meeting with MPs
• Engaging with your school) holding an eco-event,  
 running a table at your school fair, looking at waste  
 reduction within the school or working on the school  
 green space.
• Engaging the public by organising a film screening or  
 specialist speaker in your community.
• Organising local campaigns such as; a tree planting  
 campaign, plastic return at your local supermarket, a  
 litter clean-up action.

Finally,
We firmly believe that everyone has something to bring to 
this movement. Whatever your personal skills and passions 
are, they can be used in the fight for a safe climate future. 
Please do not hesitate to ask if you have questions, or to 
make suggestions and share ideas.

Please join us!

Before joining, please have a browse through our:

web:    parentsforfuture.org.uk
insta:    @parentsforfuture_UK
twtr:     @parents_4future
fb:         Parents For Future UK

2.  Please join our ‘meet and greet’ whatsapp channel  
for introductions. https://chat.whatsapp.com/H122NL-
MiobW4X9KZeYzNz1 This channel will be hosted by a 
Parent For Future ‘buddy’ who will endeavour to help and 
guide you. You will be asked to fill in a short registration 
form that will help us identify where you feel you fit into 
the movement. On this channel we will post details of fort-
nightly online introductory zoom meetings. Please do join 
a meeting so that we can hello personally! 
 From there we can invite you to our national  
whatsapp group. (Please be aware that your public profile 
and phone number will be visible after entering  
a whatsapp group.)

3.  Decide if you want to start up a local group or join the 
national group, or both. This may depend on the skills you 
can offer, the amount of time you have and your involve-
ment with local campaigning.

4.  If you start a local group you can work towards the 
Parents For Future aims in whatever way is most fitting for 
you and your members. A good way to start is to get in 
contact with your local youth strike team. Let them know 
about the creation of your group and ask how you can 
support their actions. There are now numerous Fridays For 
Future groups that you can also coordinate with and get 
ideas from. (ww.fridaysforfuture.org)

5.  Create the social media account/messenger system 
you would like to use for your group. We can provide you 
with a localised logo. Most Parents For Future groups have 
a Twitter (eg: @P4F_town) and a Facebook group. Decide 
how you want to stay in touch with your members (for 
example Whatsapp / email / facebook)

HOW TO BE ACTIVE 
WITH PARENTS FOR FUTURE
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How is my area distinct, and what does this mean in 
terms of engagement in climate activism?
Some areas of the country are more receptive to climate 
activism than others, and it is important to consider this 
when thinking of how to bring new people to the move-
ment. Parents For Future have chosen not to align them-
selves with any political party. In some areas, local groups 
have chosen not to share campaigns from groups such  
as Extinction Rebellion; this is not because we do not 
support them, but because they may be perceived as too 
radical by many in certain regions of the country, and 
therefore not conducive to the goal of bringing people  
into the movement.

What do we want to achieve as a local group?
It is worth considering what your aims are as a local 
group.  Do you want to broadly follow the aims of Parents 
For Future UK, or are there specific local issues you want 
 to support (e.g. campaigning on a local issue such as 
fracking/road building/habitat loss)?

How can I access the Parents For Future Logo for editing?
If you want to set up a group via whatsapp, facebook or 
instagram, we can provide you with a localised logo.

Is there a need for a local Parents For Future group?
It is worth asking whether a local Parents For Future group 
would be filling a gap in terms of climate activism.  Some 
areas have groups running with similar aims, but not under 
the umbrella of Parents For Future UK.  If there are climate 
activism groups already running in your area, it is worth 
contacting them to find out their aims and objectives, in order 
to establish whether these encompass the aims of Parents For 
Future.  If their aims are similar, it is worth asking whether 
your energy and enthusiasm might be better directed in sup-
port of an existing group.

Can I act as a link between Parents For Future UK and 
other local climate activism groups?  
Absolutely.  Parents For Future UK has a well organised struc-
ture of working groups, one of which is focused on audience 
expansion. We are happy to welcome people to our national 
team, and there is an opportunity for liaison between exist-
ing local climate activism groups and Parents For Future UK.  

Can I work in partnership with other local climate groups 
or organisations? 
If there are other groups near you working to raise aware-
ness of climate breakdown, we would strongly encourage 
you to work in partnership to organise events and share ini-
tiatives, where these align with the aims of Parents For Future 
UK.  This model of working is positive in terms of working 
collaboratively and maximising both resources and energy.    

FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS FOR SETTING 
UP A LOCAL PFF GROUP
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How can I get the word out about my group?
Most local Parents For Future groups have been initially set 
up on Facebook, and we have found them to grow rela-
tively rapidly.  Sharing your group on other local Facebook 
pages with links to sustainability and the climate crisis, or 
links to parenting, schools and nurseries, has been a suc-
cessful way to grow a group. Other, more ‘old fashioned’ 
ways to spread the word include newspaper articles and 
write-ups in school newsletters.  Printing some basic fliers 
for distribution at climate demonstrations or similar events 
is also a good way to spread the word.

What do people engage most with on social media?
Our experience shows that posts focusing on young people 
and local issues (e.g. the local impacts of climate change; 
local events and demonstrations) receive the most engage-
ment on social media.  Photographs and videos are an 
important tool to encourage people to engage with a post.  
More personal posts (e.g. how you/your team became 
engaged with climate activism) are also popular.

Do I want to share the responsibility of the group  
with others?
We would encourage you work together with others in set-
ting up and running a local Parents For Future group. Our 
experience tells us that, both in terms of workload and sup-
port, it is important to work together with others who share 
your vision and can take on some of the necessary tasks. 

Does the group need to meet face-to-face or can we 
exist solely online?
This is up to you as a local group.  Ideally, those running 
the group probably do need to meet to discuss strategy 
and events, although this depends on personal preference 
and is not absolutely necessary.  Zoom is a good online 
meeting tool that we use regularly, especially as it can be 
hard for people with children to get babysitters etc to meet 
in the evenings. Moving forward the youth are encourag-
ing adults to support all the monthly strike actions so this 
can be a good time to meet in person and get to know 
one another.

What are the expectations from Parents For Future 
UK in terms of running a local group?
Much like Extinction Rebellion we are not hierarchical and are 
absolutely in favour of people using the name ‘Parents For 
Future’ to create a local identity for their campaign group. 

How can I deal with burnout when running my group?
Running a Parents For Future group can be very time 
consuming.  It is important to consider how you can do 
this in a manageable way; whether that be via sharing the 
load across a team of people or simply ensuring that you 
do not take on more than you can manage.  At Parents For 
Future UK we recognise that climate activism carries with 
it the risk of psychological distress and burnout. Reading 
about the climate crisis regularly can be upsetting and 
scary. We encourage all members of our community to 
take regular breaks from work and we aim to support and 
respect each other’s needs for rest in this regard. 


